Using an embedding result for pairwise balanced designs, and colourings of small systems, tripling constructions are used to produce equitably eoloured Steiner triple systems. It is shown that when the order is v is large enough with respect to the number r of colours, and v= 1, 3 (mod6), an equitably r-coloured r-chromatic Steiner triple system of order v exists. © 1996 Academic Press. Inc. 
if the cardinalities of the colour classes differ by at most one. Although here we consider only vertex colourings, the concept of an equitable edgecolouring of a graph plays an important role in the embedding problem for partial Steiner triple systems. We refer the interested reader to [2] .
Colouring problems for Steiner triple systems are hard in general. For example the existence of STS with prescribed chromatic number r is far from being straightforward for r ~> 5 and is shown only by non-constructive methods [4] . Moreover, no specific example of an r-chromatic Steiner triple system is known for any r~> 6, (in fact it was shown very recently that the STS PG(5, 2) ( [8] ) and AG(4, 3) ( [9] ) are 5-chromatic).
The concept of an equitable colouring of a hypergraph is defined in a similar way. It is elementary to construct an r-chromatic 3-uniform hypergraph such that every r-colouring of it is equitable; take for example all 3-subsets of a (2r-1)-set. The similar problem for STS is not as easy, even though an infinite family of r-chromatic STS is known to exist for any r>~3. Now each of the 80 3-chromatic STS (15) admits an equitable 3-colouring [ 14] ; moreover each of the 4-chromatic STS given in [4] admits an equitable 4-colouring and the same holds for the 4-chromatic STS(21) given [9] . In fact, some of these systems have stronger properties. For example, the STS(15) PG(3,2) admits, up to an automorphism, a unique 3-colouring ( [8] ) and this one is equitable ( [15] ); also any 3-colouring of AG(3, 3) ( [9] ) is equitable and the one and only example of a uniquely 3-colourable STS(33) that is known has an equitable 3-colouring. These facts led to the suggestion that every r-chromatic STS might admit an equitable r-colouring. This has been disproved recently in a strong sense for r >/6. Indeed it is shown in [ 10] that, for every r ~> 6, there exists an r-chromatic STS such that no matter how it is r-coloured, the three largest colour classes cover almost all of the vertex set; in other words, such a system does not admit an equitable r-colouring. So one might ask for a weaker result, such as: For every r >/3 is there a bound n* such that for every admissible v >/n* an r-chromatic STS(v) that admits an equitable rcolouring exists? This result is due to Rosa when r --3 [ 16] , with n*= 7.
In this paper, we first show the existence of a pairwise balanced design of some type (Theorem 2.1). We then use this result to prove that if there exists an r-chromatic STS(w) that admits an equitable r-colouring, then an r-chromatic STS(v) that admits an equitable r-colouring exists for every admissible v~>2w+l in the case w-=3 (mod6) (Theorem 4.5) and v>_. 6w+ 1 in the case w-= 1 (mod 6) (Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.6). The constructions used for this are flexible enough to produce STS that admit equitable r-colourings from STS that do not necessarily admit equitable rcolourings. This gives that for every r i> 4, there exists an n*, such that for every admissible v >~n*, an r-chromatic STS(v) that admits an equitable r-colouring exists.
We need some notation and definitions. Let /,, = {0, 1, ..., n-1 }. The notation STS(v), denotes an r-chromatic STS(v); the notation STS(v)* means that the r-chromatic STS(v) admits an equitable r-colouring. If n is a positive integer, then an equitable partition of n is a sequence of nonnegative integers 171 ..... n,. such that n =~2~-=1 n; and [n~-nj] ~< 1 for all i, je {1 ..... s}. A pairwise balanced design of order v and blocksizes K (PBD(v, K) ) is a pair (V, ,~). Visa set ofv elements, and ~ is a set of subsets (blocks) of V with the properties that BeB implies [B] eK, and that every unordered pair of elements from V occurs as a subset of exactly one block Be.~. PBD(v, Ku {k*} ) is notation for a PBD of order v with one block of size k, and all other blocks having sizes in K.
A group divisible design of order v, blocksizes K, and group-type g'l' "'" g',~ (a K-GDD of type g'~' ...g~,",) is a triple (V,~,~). V is a set of v = ~.'= i t~g~ elements, and ~¢ is a partition of V into ZT'--i tg classes called groups, where for 1 ~< i ~< m, ff contains exactly tg groups of size g~. M is a set of subsets (blocks) of V, each having size from K, with the property that every unordered pair of elements from V is either contained in exactly one group or in exactly one block, but not both. For details regarding block designs, we refer the reader to [ 1 ] .
HOLES IN ODD PAIRWISE BALANCED DESIGNS
Let N> 3 be the set of all integers that are at least three, and let (_9 be the set of all odd positive integers. In this section we prove the following: We employ a variety of results proved by others, which we state first for later reference.
We 
(iv) (v) if g>0, then t >~ 3, or t=2 and u = g, or t= 1 and u = O, or t=0; u <<, g(t -1 ) or gt = 0;
We employ a lemma proved by Colbourn (u, v) =(1, 1), (3, 1) , (3, 3) , (3, 5) , (5, 1) modulo (6, 6) and v <~ u.
We require some well known results on one-factorizations of graphs. A one-factor in a graph is a regular spanning subgraph of degree one, and a one-factorization is a partition of all edges of the graph into one-factors. Rosa and Wallis [ 18] Proof Take as blocks of size three the following: {{6i, 6i+ 1, 6i+3}, {6i+2, 6i+4, 6i+5}: 0~<i< t}.
The four one-factors are then given, with arithmetic mod 6t, by: {{6i, 6i+2}, {6i+ 1, 6i+4}, {6i+ 3, 6i+5}: 0~<i< t} {{6i+ 1, 6i+2}, {6i+ 3, 6i+4}, {6i-I-5, 6i+6}: 0-N<i</} {{6i+3, 6i+6}, {6i+4, 6i+7}, {6i+5, 6i-l-8}: 0~<i<t} { {6i+2, 6i+ 3}, {6i+4, 6i+ 6}, {6i+ 5, 6i+7}: 0~<i<t}. deleting one point on the block of size b+ 1 yields a GDD with block sizes from N~3 having a group of size b; applying Lemma 2.9 to this GDD gives a PBD(v, d)w {k*}). Thus by Theorem 2.7, one of these two succeeds unless one of the following occurs: We use the following terminology. If X is a nonempty set, then an r-partition of X is a a partition (C,, C2, ..., Cr) of X; equivalently it is a mapping f: X--* { 1, 2 ..... r}, where Cr =f-t(r). The C,. are called the cells of the partitions. If S--( V, 9~) is a STS, then an r-partition of V is an r-colouring of S if and only if no triple of ~ is entirely contained in any cell C;, i = 1 ..... r.
The r-partition (C,, C2 
where addition is performed modulo 3. Then (X,f¢',~) with It is easy to check that (X, if, f(9~)) is the required GDD. Now, should we modify the partition e we have just considered by first freely.permuting the contents of the groups {i0, ii, i2}, i= 0, 1 ..... 4, then we would obtain a new partition e' for which we could again solve the problem. Indeed, we could even go so far as to permute the elements of X in any manner that leaves the collection of groups intact, and still be assured that the partition e' (obtained from c by this permutation) is a colouring for some GDD on X with the required groups. As the number of partitionsof X that we need to consider is large, this strategy of considering orbits of partitions under the action of the largest group that preserves the set of GDD's on X is what we shall employ. In general write X={1 ..... 5} xI 3, put G;={i} xI 3, 1~<i~<5 and let f#= (G1,G2,...,Gs) . We shall also consider the same problem for X={1,2,3} ×I3, G~={i}xI3, i=1,2,3 and ~#=(G,,G2, G3 ), but our efforts will be concentrated on the former case.
Denote by Sym(X) the group of permutations of X, and let F(X, ~9) (A, C1--A, C2-A ..... C,-A) and e--A--A' to be (A, A', CI -A--A', C2-A--A', ..., C,-A -A') . Let (X, f#, ~) be the {3} -GDD with blocks given in (1), the required r-partitions are exhibited below: e'--11,,2o,32} and e'--{21,3o,42} e'--{11,4o,5o} and e'-{31,4o,5o}.
.. C,)eo ,~ we define c-A to be
This completes the proof. | As an example of the kind of colouring problem we shall encounter in Lemma 4.4 consider the following: Let X= { oo } w 13 x I4 have the 5-partition e=({~,0o, Io, 3o, 31}, {0,, 11,2,}, {12,22,32}, {02}, {20}). Is it possible to construct a STS(13) on X such that c is a 5-colouring and such that {30, 31,32} is a block of the STS(13)? To see that the answer is "yes" it suffices to produce a STS(13) that contains 3 mutually disjoint independent sets of sizes 5, 3 and 3 and a block, b, that intersects the set of size 5 in 2 points and intersects one of the sets of size 3 in one point. It is not hard to see that such a configuration exists in any STS (13) .
In general let [XI = 13 and let X= {c~} w G1 w G 2 w G 3 u.G 4 where the G,-are mutually disjoint of size 3. Consider the collection of r-partitions e = (C1, C2 ..... C,) such that for each i we have I C,. c~ Gj [ ~< 1, 1 ~<j ~< 3 and IC,-c~ C4[~< 2. Our problem is: Can we construct a STS(13) on X such that e is an r-colouring and G 4 is a block? In the case IXI = 7 we need something similar, i.e., if X= { ~} w GI u G2 where GI and G2 are disjoint sets of size 3 and c=(C1, C2 .... ,C~) satisfies IC~c~Gil~<l and IC~nGz[<<.2 for each i, then, is it possible to construct a STS(7) on X such that G2 is a block? To give an affirmative answer to each of these questions we need a bit more terminology. P(g~' ...g,,) denote the proposition that there exists a STS(v) that contains m mutually disjoint independent sets of sizes g,, g2 .... , g,, and which contains a block, b, that intersects the set of size g~ in e~ points (we do not insist that the g~ partition the integer v). The following technical lemma lists valid propositions that we shall need to carry out the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
en

Given v let
.g,'~",) holds in some STS(13).
Proof A computer search shows that P(615°22) and P(61512 l) do not hold in either of the two non-isomorphic STS(13), hence (4). In [ 10] it is shown that the union of any two disjoint independent sets in a STS(v) cannot contain more than [_~v+ 1_1 points (this value is incorrectly given as ~(v-4)~ in [ 17] ). The condition (2) (6), (6, 5) , (6, 4, 3) , (5, 5, 3) , (5, 4, 4) and (4, 3, 3, 3) . P(6"5b),~p(6"562c), where a + b + c = 3; so we have: For instance, to prove the implication P(&5b2 c) ~P(5a563 c) observe that it follows from P(&2 c) ~P(5a3c), which in turn follows by simply transferring an appropriately chosen point from the independent set of size 6 to the independent set of size 2 (without disturbing the distinguished block!). The other implications follow by similar manipulations.
Thus if all propositions P(&5b2 ") were true then the others would follow. To make up for the exceptions observe that p(62512°) ~ P (515131) p(61522 °) =, p(614131 ) P(625°21) =~ P(515°32).
Thus the lemma will be complete if we can prove the proposition P(6~4°32) and all the propositions P(6°562 c) other than the exceptions P(6~5~), P(615°). The non-cyclic STS(13) affords these: 
EQUITABLE EMBEDDINGS OF STS
The #~dependence number fl(X) of a STS (X, ~) is defined as the cardinality of a largest independent set in (X, ~). Furthermore let flmax(V)=max{fl(X): (X,~) is a STS(v)}. The following result gives an upper bound on the size of any independent set in a STS: LEMMA 4.1 [19] .
The following theorem takes care of the case r= 3 so henceforth we take r~>4. 
U r = S t --t r.
Inequality ( 
(all residues taken in the appropriate set) and for each i put Ci=f(Ci).
Then (C1, C2 ..... Cr) is an equitable r-partition of X.
Informally speaking, the idea here is to take a coloured STS(w)r (on 1,,3, arrange the colour classes "linearly" and then stack them in 3 layers (f does this). If the colouring is not equitable to begin with then just enough coloured points are added to make an equitable colouring (those in 1~,,), and the new points are stacked in a similar way so that they do not "mix" with the points of the original STS(w)~.
In order to use Lemma 3.1 for the construction of a STS(v) on X, we observe that by Lemma 4.1 at most two points of each set {Jo,J~,J2}, jel,., can lie in some Ci-Furthermore, by inequality (4) no pair of points from {j'o,J'i,j'9}, j'eI',,, is in any C;; that is, these three points occur in three distinct Ci. By Theorem 2.1 construct a PBD(u, {3, 5} u {k*}) on lk u I', such that Ik is the unique block of size k. Form a set of blocks, ~, on X as follows:
(1) Take the blocks of an r-coloured STS(wL constructed on Ik x 13.. 
then there exists a STS(v), By construction (C~, C 2 .... , C,) is an equitable r-partition of the (v-1) element set I,,. u I~,. We transfer this partition to the (v-1) element set (I k w I') x 13 by means of the bijection j~ I,. u I~n ~ X\{ oo } given by
We now take the r-partition C, ={oo} wf(C,), C2=f(C2) ..... C.r=f(C,) of X.
By Lemma 4.1 we see that for eachjEIk at most 2 points of {Jo,Jl,J2} can lie in the same cell of (C1, C2 ..... Cr), whereas inequality (7) implies that for each j' EI', the points of {J'o,j'l,J;} must lie in 3 distinct cells of (Ci, C_~ ..... ~7~).
By Theorem 2.1 construct a PBD(u + 1, { 3, 5} u {k*} ) on Ik W I" W {a} such that Ik is the unique block of size k. Form a set of blocks, 8, on X as follows:
(1) Take the blocks of an r-coloured STS(W)r constructed on Ik X 13. Proof Let (X, t~) be a STS(w)r with an r-colouring c:'X~ { 1, 2, ..., r}. Define a new colouring C': XxI 3 ~ { 1, 2, ..., r} by the rule c(x,j) =c(x) +j (mod r), where the residue is computed in { 1, 2 ..... r}. It is not hard to check that for each block {a,b,c} e~ it is possible to construct a {3}-GDD on {a, b, c} xI3 such that (1) {a0, bo, Co} is a block, (2) the groups are {a} xI3, {b} xI 3 and {c} xI 3 and (3) no block of the { 3} -GDD receives a single occur under c'. The construction is finished by taking the blocks {Xo, Xl, xz}.
This gives an r-coloured STS(3w) on the point set Xx13 with a sub-STS(w)r on the point set Xx {0}; so we have constructed a STS(3w)r. We leave it to the reader to see that if c is an equitable colouring then, by suitably arranging the colour classes, we can arrange that e' is an equitable colouring. | Combining Lemma 4.6 with Theorem 4.5 gives 
v > max(2w, rti) (9)
then there exists a STS(v)*.
Proof. Write v-l=3u, w-l=3k, n=u-k and let X={oo}u (/k uI'n)xI3. Let st <~s2<~ ... <~Sr be an equitable partition of v and let
UI=SI--t I U 2 = S 2 --t 2
Ur =s~--t~--1. we now take the r-partition Cl=f(Cl)C2=f(C2)
By Theorem 2.1 construct a PBD(u+l,{3,5}w{(k+l)*}) on {a} Wlk WI',, such that {a} Wlk is the unique block size k+ 1. The block set ~ is formed just as in Lemma 4.3, with the only variant being that the STS(w)r is constructed on the point set { ~ } w lk X 13 instead of the point set lk X 13. By construction (X, ~) is a STS(v) that admits an equitable r-colouring, namely (Cl, C2 ..... Cr) and it has a STS(w)r as a subsystem, so it is a STS(v)*. I A sharp construction for w= 1 (mod 6) and v=3 (mod 6) eludes us. In another direction we can say more in the case of 3-chromatic STS.
We have: be a STS(3u)3 with the above property and let V= C 1 w C 2 u C3be a 3-colouring of S. We define a STS(9u)3 S' with vertex set { 1, 2, 3} x { 1 ..... 3u} and satisfying the same property. For 1 ~<s~< 3 and 1 ~<t~<3 put Cs,={s} x C, and define a collection of triples ~' on { 1, 2, 3} x V as follows. Proof (1) comes from [16] , (2) follows from [14] , [9] and Theorem 4.5, and finally (3) follows from [8] and Theorem 4.5. I
We point out in passing that it is conjectured in [9] that no STS(19)4 exists. Moreover we believe that C(5)* contains all admissible integers >/63.
